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Boat House*Fisherman House*Island House
Dear guests and interested people in our historic holiday houses on the Island of
Murter. A lot is going on, on the island, therefore this newsletter is a bit longer. Be
curious!
In one of our latest reviews concerning the Fisherman House it says: ”Indeed
Murter experienced a touristic boom, which is, comparing to lot of other regions in
the world, currently quite positive (hopefully it stays like this). Still we could take a
walk for hours direction east, starting in Cigrada bay and could follow the
undeveloped coast line and of course we could take a refreshing jump into the
water in small bays.”
Exactly this is also our impression too. Indeed, year to year this boom seems to
speed up, without destroying the character of the island - Quite the opposite! After
redevelopment of the harbors in Betina, Jezera and Murter each village now got its
own profile, which underlines the unique charm and the nature of the location and
invites to take a rest.
Betina which sharpened its profile as the village of the wooden ship builders,
maintained its museum harbor, opened a ship building museum and even built in
historic boat planks in the floor of the center near the harbor.
Jezera, with its, built out of light sand stone, board walk, where shops, cafes and
restaurants are situated like pearls of a chain around the haven, who invite to
promenade.
Or Murter which offers now a wide piazza and connects a contemporary design
with the atmosphere of the passed centuries. Where small huts, in the summer
months, offer the traditional delicacies of the region.
All of the villages now, even more than before, invite to stay and witness the idea
of the government, to change the tourism not in quantity, but in quality.
The treasures of the island and its features were sharpened and cut, the
Mediterranean flair lies in the air at every corner.
Same fact happens in the coves. The offer of bathing opportunities and beaches
raises every year with increasing quality. Best example for that process is the bay
Lucica, with its peninsular Skojic. A large parking was built beyond the bay, cars
were abandoned from the peninsular and the coast line. The beach was enlarged,

designed with small stone walls and spatially structured. The result are spacious
areas in gorgeous shade of the pines and a lot of space for all along the crystal clear,
Caribbean blue water. Even in high season.
Everywhere it seems to be the slogan “quality rather than quantity“, which makes
us happy of course. That fact is valid for the spatial structure on the island of
Murter, but also for the leisure facilities on Murter, which more and more attract
friends of sports and recreation in nature. But this will be a topic for the next
newsletter! Till then we are looking forward to your booking requests and send you
our best wishes.
You are not subscribed for our newsletter yet? No problem! It is absolutely easy by the following
link and the latest newsletter will come again freshly in your mail box.
https://www.murter.online/newsletter.html
Surely we would be very happy, if you tell friends and relatives about our houses and about our
newsletter. Feel free to post our homepage in social media, to inform also your contacts how
wonderful a vacation on Murter can be.
Best regards to you and stay curious!
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